


 “I am one of those
guys that’s an
optimist. I am

always optimistic. 
I don’t know how
you can be any

other way.” 
– Rob Riggle

Hosted By
Rob Riggle



PLASTIC EARTH



According to National Geographic, 73% of
Beach Litter Worldwide is Plastic
The litter includes filters from cigarette butts, bottles, bottle
caps, food wrappers, grocery bags, and polystyrene containers.

1 Million Plastic Bottles & 2 Million Plastic
Bags Are Used Every Minute
Up to 5 trillion plastic bags are used worldwide every year. In
total, half of all plastic produced is designed for single-use
purposes – used just once and then thrown away.

Plastic Production Has Doubled Over The Past
50 Years
Around 380 million metric tons of plastic are being produced
yearly. About 8.3 BILLION Metric Tons (9.1 BILLION US Tons) of
plastic have been produced since plastic was introduced in the
1950s, according to earthday.org.

The Plastic Problem



Recycling Is Only Part Of The Solution
Recycling has been touted as the answer to single-use plastics,
yet only a small percentage is actually being recycled. 
 Approximately 91% of plastic is not recycled.

Old News Is Actually "New" News
The latest research and discoveries prove that new PHA plastics
coupled with existing technologies can indeed replace old PET
(petroleum-based) plastics with bio-compostable, toxic-free
properties.

It Is Possible To Live "Waste-Free" With Zero
Waste
In some communities, using zero plastic does exist. We explore
these methods of removing PET plastics and show viewers how
some ingenuity and commitment can create a new way of living.

Technology Today



With brilliant petroleum-based plastic
alternatives uncovered by our investigative

research team, major corporations,
scientists and environmentalists

passionately explain how to solve the
plastic pollution crisis.

Plastic Solutions



Plastic Production Is Set To Expand 30% In The
Next 5 Years

The General Public Is More Aware Of The
Problem And Seeing The Consequences

Local, State, And Country Governments Are
Banning The Use Of Many Plastics In Packaging

Oil Companies Expect For Plastic Consumption
To Grow



  At least 14 million tons of plastic end up
in our oceans every year, and many

countries lack the infrastructure to prevent
the problem. This documentary explains

the 10 ways our world society can combat
plastic pollution in a comprehensive and

collective way.



ABOUT USABOUT US
DreamPost Productions has been producing television and films for over 20DreamPost Productions has been producing television and films for over 20
years. With hundreds of productions under our belt, we are extremelyyears. With hundreds of productions under our belt, we are extremely
excited about being involved with this project, "Planet Earth".excited about being involved with this project, "Planet Earth".      

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPSBUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
We have been building our relationships with studios and networks for overWe have been building our relationships with studios and networks for over
20 years. Our work has appeared on Netflix, Amazon, NBC, CBS, among20 years. Our work has appeared on Netflix, Amazon, NBC, CBS, among
others. Our work on the hit TV series, "Drug Wars", has been seen byothers. Our work on the hit TV series, "Drug Wars", has been seen by
millions around the world. We also have a network of A-list talent, whichmillions around the world. We also have a network of A-list talent, which
we are proud to have in our support system.we are proud to have in our support system.

TRUE STORYTELLINGTRUE STORYTELLING
Our team is dedicated to producing projects that are compelling,Our team is dedicated to producing projects that are compelling,
interesting and pertinent. We are not interested in storytelling thatinteresting and pertinent. We are not interested in storytelling that
exaggerates the facts. We make sure that viewers get the whole storyexaggerates the facts. We make sure that viewers get the whole story
and not just part of the story.and not just part of the story.  



JACK WINCH
Executive Producer/Co-Director/Cinematographer

Jack has produced dozens of television shows and
documentaries over his career. This particular
production, "Plastic Earth", happens to be
particularly interesting to him after watching
several documentaries on the plastic crisis topic,
yet not seeing one documentary (feature length)
that focuses on the solutions.

JANICE OVERBECK
Executive Producer/Co-Director/Producer/Talent

Janice, the visionary of this film, is also owner of
one of the most successful real estate companies
in Georgia,. She takes on the "40-Day Plastic Free
Challenge" in hopes of discovering if it's possible to
live a zero-plastic waste life in today's world.

Phone: +1(678) 642-4643

janice@plasticearthdoc.com

www.plasticearthmovie.com



"Plastic will be the main
ingredient of all our

grandchildren’s recipes."
-Anthony T. Hincks,

Author

 “We are being choked
to death by the amount
of plastic that we throw

away. It’s killing our
oceans. It’s entering
into our bodies in the

fish we eat.” 
- Kevin Bacon, Actor

 
 

"[A] plastic pollution free
world is not a choice but a

commitment to life – a
commitment to the next

generation."
- Amit Ray, Author

"Plastics in all its
forms – Straws,

bottles, packaging,
bags, etc. – Are all
choking our planet…
We must find ways

to reduce and
eventually eliminate

single-use plastic
products."

- Jerry Brown,
Former California

Governor
 




